Vegas Shooting By Stephen Paddock 2017
News Reports Quotes and Photos

-

The police have found a total of 47 firearms in his two houses and his hotel suite. Jill A. Snyder, the special
agent in charge of the San Francisco office of the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives,
said that almost all had been traced, and that they had been bought in Nevada, Utah, California and Texas.

-

Ms. Danley was considered a suspect, he said, “Currently she’s a person of interest.” SHE SHOULD LAWYER UP

-

Mr. Paddock worked for the federal government for roughly 10 years, from 1975 to 1985, a spokeswoman for
the Office of Personnel Management confirmed.

-

Investigators unearthed multiple job applications, with Mr. Paddock’s fingerprints on file, as part of records
reflecting his employment as a letter carrier for the Postal Service in the mid-1970s; as an Internal Revenue
Service agent from 1978 to 1984; and as an auditor focused on defense contracts, a job he held until 1985. He
also worked in the 1980s for one of the companies that later combined to form Lockheed Martin, the aerospace
contractor.

-

The cameras — apparently intended to warn of approaching threats — along with the 23 guns, hundreds of
rounds of ammunition, and other equipment found in the gunman’s hotel suite, suggested a thought -out plan

-

Twelve of the rifles Mr. Paddock had in his luxury suite on the 32nd floor of the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino
were outfitted with a “bump stock,” a device that enables a gun to fire hundreds of rounds per minute, like a
machine gun

-

According to a law enforcement official who was not authorized to discuss the matter publicly and spoke on the
condition of anonymity, investigators also were looking into whether Mr. Paddock had planned an earlier attack
in Las Vegas before deciding to target the concert Sunday night.

-

Mr. Paddock checked in on Thursday and kept the “Do Not Disturb” sign on his door for the next three days, so
no maids entered the rooms, according to a hotel worker, who also was not authorized to discuss the matter.
Housekeepers are allowed to enter a room with such a sign only in the presence of a security guard, and it
happens rarely, usually after several days,

-

Senator John Thune, the third-ranking Republican in the Senate, told an NBC News reporter that lawmakers
“ought to take a look at” conversion kits that can make guns more lethal. SAME FOR GOV

-

The police have found a total of 47 firearms in his two houses and his hotel suite. Jill A. Snyder, the special agent
in charge of the San Francisco office of the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, said
that almost all had been traced, and that they had been bought in Nevada, Utah, California and Texas.

-

Officials say Las Vegas gunman Stephen Paddock had been stockpiling guns since 1982 and bought 33 firearms in
the last year.

-

Jill Snyder, the special agent in charge at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, tells "CBS This Morning"
on Wednesday that Paddock purchased 33 firearms, mostly rifles, between October 2016 and Sept. 28, three
days before he opened fire on a concert crowd. The attack killed 59 people and wounded more than 500.

-

Snyder said authorities wouldn't get notified of the purchase of rifles, but would get notified if there was a
multiple sale of two or more handguns in one purchase.Snyder said Paddock had rigged 12 semi -automatic rifles
with devices that allowed the guns to fire like an automatic weapon. — AP writer Bob Lentz, Philadelphia
IMPLING THAT IF GOV NEW THEY COULD HAVE STOPPED IT, BS

WHERE IS THE NOTE HE LEFT? WHAT DID IT SAY AND WHY IS GOV HIDING IT?

HERE IS PICTURE OF INSIDE THE ROOM OF THE SHOOTER

SHOOTER’S GIRLFRIEND
“She was sent away. She was [sent] away so that she will not be there to interfere with what he’s planning. ... So that he
can plan what he is planning without interruptions,” she speculated.
Paddock, 64, wired $100,000 to an account in the Philippines in the week before Sunday’s shooting, multiple senior law
enforcement officials earlier told NBC News. It was not known whether the money was for Danley, her family or another
purpose.
The officials said Paddock gambled with at least $160,000 in the past seve ral weeks at Las Vegas casinos.
WE SHOULD OUTLAW MONEY, AND GAMBLING, AND BEING RICH, THAT IS WHAT CAUSED THIS

Paddock was prescribed an anti-anxiety medication four months before carrying out his shooting atrocity

DID HE HAVE GLOVES ON OR IS THIS PIC AFTER INVESTIGATORS PUT ON GSR (GUN SHOT RESIDUE) PROTECTION,
NOTICE THE Bi POD (TWO LEGS) ON RIFLES, NOT TRI PODS LIKE THE MEDIA IS CALLING THEM

THE FRONT DOOR OF THE HOTEL WHERE THE SHOOTER WAS STAYING, AFTER POLICE BLEW DOOR

Cover not concealment... hidden maybe no protection, people are hiding behind a screen and thinking it is protection

This is pic where cops are looking up at shooter’s location. Aim low when shooting from high ground, Aim high when
shooting from low ground. This may have been a 1000 yard shot, no pistol will reach and most rifles will not be accurate
at this distance.

Bump fire stock on a probable 5.56 rifle with a Surefire 100 round magazine. Notice NO shell casing on the floor, but we
are told he fired hundreds of rounds?

This Looks like 308 magazine and appears too big for 223 or 556, this rifle is NOT equipped with a Bump Fire Stock, yet
media is reporting he had 12 rifles with that stock, only one is seen.

According to media, Paddock had a total of 47 guns, 23 of which were in the hotel room - of those, 12 had fully
automatic fire capability. So far pics only show ONE with the bump stop.
He put cameras in the peephole of his room's door and in a room service cart outside so he could see SWAT
He was prescribed anti-anxiety medication, Records from the Nevada Prescription Monitoring Program obtained
Tuesday show Paddock was prescribed 50 10-milligram diazepam tablets (Valium) by Henderson physician Dr. Steven
Winkler on June 21, could this have triggered aggressive behavior months before massacre.

Here is picture of Shooter’s Passport Information:

"FBI took all digital and electronic evidence into custody," Lombardo added.
Federal spokeswoman says Las Vegas shooter worked as letter carrier, IRS agent for nearly a decade in 1970s and '80s

THE FOLLOWING PICTURES ARE FROM VARIOUS MEDIA OUTLETS

THE BLOW PICTURE IS THE SHOOTER’S HOUSE AFTER SEACH WARRANT WAS SERVED

This is investigator inside room during the investigation.

In this picture below, at the top right area you can see hammer he used to bust out windows. You can also see several
magazines that were stacked and ready for use and a couple of rifles with loaded magazines in them. You can also see a
few empty casing of the fired rounds on the floor but NOT hundreds like the media is reporting.

Another picture of shooters house below, right after search warrant.

In the picture below is a younger picture of shooter in top row, center.

TIMELINE OF TERROR IN VEGAS AS REPORTED BY MEDIA:
Country music star Jason Aldean was performing on stage at the Route 91 Harvest Music Festival when lone gunman
Stephen Paddock, 64, opened fire on the 22,000 people gathered.
About 10pm: Paddock smashes out two windows on the 32nd floor with a hammer-like implement and opens fire with
his arsenal of at least 19 weapons - including fully automatic weapons.
10.08pm: First phone call to police that shots had been fired at the festival outside the Mandalay Bay Hotel and Casino
on the Las Vegas Strip.
10:25pm: Radio transmissions indicate Paddock may have stopped firing into the crowd at this moment.
10:28pm: Police officers gathered at the Mandalay Bay report that Paddock has shot at a security guard.
10.38pm: Police in Las Vegas say that they are 'investigating reports of an active shooter' near to the Mandalay Bay.
11.08pm: Las Vegas police confirm they have shut down a portion of The Strip
11.20pm: SWAT teams storm the 32nd floor room that Stephen Paddock was firing from. They gained entry using
flashbangs designed to stun the shooter. Paddock fired through the door as SWAT teams were trying to breach the
room. By the time they entered the room, he had shot himself dead. Seventy-two minutes elapsed from the first 911 call
to Paddock being found dead.
11.20pm: Hundreds of people began being transported to hospitals in Las Vegas
11.32pm: McCarran International Airport announced it was diverting flights destined for the city.
11.34pm: Interstate 15 in and out of Las Vegas was shut down for a time.
11.56pm: Hospitals in Las Vegas said that at least two people were dead and 24 were injured of which 12 were critical.
12.01am: Almost two hours after the first emergency call police confirmed that one suspect was 'down'.
1.06am: The Southern California police department say that one of their officers is among the injured.
1.34am: At this point the death toll dramatic rises to 20 people injured and 100 injured.
1.54am: Police in Las Vegas says that two of their officers who were off-duty were among the dead.
2.13am: Investigators say that they are looking for the 'roommate' of the shooter - Marilou Danley and describe her as a
person of interest.
3.30am: Las Vegas Sheriff Joseph Lombardo announces that the death toll is now at least 50 dead and 200 injured making this the deadliest shooting in US history
6.30am: Investigators say they have located Marilou Danley and say that she is overseas and is no longer a person of
interest.
9.30am: Sheriff provides another update and says that the death toll is now in excess of 59 - including the shooter - and
that 527 people are injured.
Tuesday 2pm: Sheriff says all but three victims have been identified and that Marilou Danley is a person of interest
again

Air Force One Flying to Vegas

LAS VEGAS—Jesus Campos had no firearm when he found Stephen Paddock and approached his room on the 32rd floor
of Mandalay Bay on Sunday night.
Paddock, who had rigged cameras in the hallway and on the peephole of the door, saw Campos coming and fired
through the door, hitting him in the leg, said Dave Hickey, president of the International Union, Security, Police and Fire
Professionals of America. The union represents Campos and hundreds of security guards at Mandalay Bay.
When Campos was hit, he radioed casino dispatch and told them his location—and Paddock’s.
*THIS SEEMS ODD, THIS GUY WAS SHOOTING MULTIPLE GUNS, OUT MULTIPLE WINDOWS, SPRAYING THE CROWD AND
HAD THE TIME AND THE METAL AWARENESS TO CHECK CAMS, SEE A GUY OUTSIDE HIS DOOR AND SHOOT HIM IN THE
MIDDLE OF THIS ATTACK? SOUNDS LIKE SUPERMAN?

Cops blew open the door 72 minutes after his murder spree began and found Paddock had shot himself dead *WHY DID
IT TAKE OVER AN HOUR AFTER SHOOTING FOR COPS TO ENTER ROOM? BECAUSE GOV IS NOT FAST WHEN YOU NEED
THEM AND IF YOU LIVE LIFE THINKING GOV WILL SAVE OR PROTECT YOU, YOU WILL END UP LIKE THE VICTIMS.

The pic above according to Lying media and Gov, was in front of room and had a cam set up to see if people were
coming. The two waters and many plates appear to support the theory of TWO people.

THE PIC ABOVE: Why Paddock (pictured with girlfriend Marilou Danley, 62) shot up the crowd is unknown. He had no
religious or political affiliations, no military background, and was known to have just a couple of handguns, his brother
said

This is a picture of the shooter according to cops when they found him dead? With all the guns and ammo why did he
stop shooting before cops entered? If he shot one guy through door earlier, then why not shoot at cops?

The picture below is a receipt from Shooter where he ordered for two. At the bottom of receipt it shows shooter’s name

